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At his May 8, 2014, press conference, European Central Bank president Mario Draghi

stated, “I can say one thing: that certainly the strengthening of the euro in the

context of low inflation and still low levels of economic activity is, as I said, a

cause for serious concern in the view of the Governing Council.”1 Since that time, the

euro has depreciated, and we believe that, even if it is not explicitly stated, the

level of $1.40 is a proverbial line in the sand for Draghi. The good news for Draghi is

that the euro’s strength has started to abate—which means euro currency-hedged

strategies are starting to work and should become a greater focus for U.S. investors

looking to capitalize on the European equity opportunities. European Central Bank TookEuropean Central Bank Took

Decisive Action; Euro Finally Reacting Decisive Action; Euro Finally Reacting On June 3, 2014, Draghi announced a set of

actions aimed at helping the eurozone economy continue on the path of recovery. We wrote

about them here. As is often the case with central bank policy, it takes some time for

the impacts of policy changes to become apparent. The euro hadn’t really moved much from

June 3, 2014 ($1.3628),2 all the way up to July 14, 2014 ($1.3619). By July 25, 2014, it

dropped to $1.3430. While some might say that doesn’t seem like much, on a technical (or

price-pattern) basis, there has been a deterioration of the euro’s stubborn strength: •

The euro’s 50-day moving average crossed below its 100-day moving average on June 13,

2014. • On July 4, 2014, the euro’s 50-day moving average crossed below its 200-day

moving average. While technical signals by no means predict the future with certainty,

they paint a picture for the deteriorating trends in euro price activity. Importance ofImportance of

Currency HedgingCurrency Hedging Any U.S. investor excited about the prospects of a European recovery

should be thinking about two things when considering equity exposure to the eurozone:

the equities and the currency. Today, tools exist to mitigate the impact of currency on

returns. WisdomTree has created two such Indexes: • WisdomTree Europe Hedged Equity

Index • WisdomTree Germany Hedged Equity Index Both provide exposure to equities without

providing exposure to the euro.   WisdomTree’s Euro-Hedged Indexes in 2014WisdomTree’s Euro-Hedged Indexes in 2014

 • Euro DepreciatesEuro Depreciates

More Than 2%:More Than 2%: While the two WisdomTree Indexes hedge the impact of the euro, the two
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MSCI Indexes shown do not. In a depreciating euro environment, this can be an important

source of potential outperformance. • Dividend-Weighted Focus on Exporters:Dividend-Weighted Focus on Exporters: Both

WisdomTree Indexes are weighted by dividends and focus on exporters within their

respective universes. Of course, this orientation can also impact performance. ZoomingZooming

in on drivers of performance for WT Europe Hedged Equity vs. MSCI EMU:in on drivers of performance for WT Europe Hedged Equity vs. MSCI EMU:3   -

Financials:Financials: Financials are currently the largest weight in the MSCI EMU Index (23.5%)

but are only 13.0% of the WisdomTree Europe Hedged Equity Index. Both strong stock

selection and a substantial under-weight to Financials contributed positively to

performance. - Consumer Staples:Consumer Staples: Consumer Staples are the largest sector in the WT

Europe Hedged Equity currently (21%) but are only 10% of the MSCI EMU. This was one of

the best-performing sectors year-to-date, contributing positively to performance. These

companies often are exporters that benefit from a weaker euro. - Utilities:Utilities: Utilities

were quite strong across the eurozone, but WT Europe Hedged Equity was hurt by being

under-weight in this sector (2.6%) currently versus 6.5%.   Zooming in on WT GermanyZooming in on WT Germany

Hedged Equity vs. Hedged Equity vs. MSCI GermanyMSCI Germany:: Additional outperformance came from strong stock

selection within the Consumer Discretionary sector (average weight of more than 24%) and

nearly double the weight to Germany’s strongest-performing sector in 2014, Utilities

(more than 8% average weight). Only two sectors—Materials and Consumer Staples—hurt

relative performance.4 Blending Currency Hedging with Unhedged Approaches?Blending Currency Hedging with Unhedged Approaches? We’ve

been writing about currency hedging for some time, and we continue to advocate that, if

an investor isn’t sure of the future direction of an international currency—in this case

the euro—the baseline exposure should not be in a 100% unhedged approach. We’ve seen

strong interest in currency hedging within the broader eurozone region, but those

looking at the performance of German equities in particular have not yet embraced the

hedged concept. Given European Central Bank policy and the trend of the euro, we believe

it could be time to think about currency hedging of both broad, eurozone-related

equities and German equities.         1European Central Bank, transcript of May 8, 2014,

remarks after monetary policy meeting. 2Source: Bloomberg, for all euro exchange rates,

as of specified dates. 3Source for sub-bullets: Bloomberg, with performance data from

12/31/13 to 7/25/14, and current sector weights as of 7/25/14. 4Source: Bloomberg, for

period 12/31/13 to 7/25/14.

Important Risks Related to this ArticleImportant Risks Related to this Article

Investments in emerging, offshore or frontier markets are generally less liquid and less

efficient than investments in developed markets and are subject to additional risks,

such as risks of adverse governmental regulation and intervention or political

developments. Foreign investing involves special risks, such as risk of loss from

currency fluctuation or political or economic uncertainty. Investments in currency

involve additional special risks, such as credit risk and interest rate fluctuations.

For standardized performance and the most recent month-end performance click here NOTE,

this material is intended for electronic use only. Individuals who intend to print and

physically deliver to an investor must print the monthly performance report to accompany

this blog.

For more investing insights, check out our Economic & Market Outlook

View the online version of this article here.
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IMPORTANT INFORMATIONIMPORTANT INFORMATION

U.S. investors only: Click U.S. investors only: Click herehere to obtain a WisdomTree ETF prospectus which to obtain a WisdomTree ETF prospectus which

contains investment objectives, risks, charges, expenses, and other information;contains investment objectives, risks, charges, expenses, and other information;

read and consider carefully before investing.read and consider carefully before investing.

There are risks involved with investing, including possible loss of principal. Foreign

investing involves currency, political and economic risk. Funds focusing on a single

country, sector and/or funds that emphasize investments in smaller companies may

experience greater price volatility. Investments in emerging markets, currency, fixed

income and alternative investments include additional risks. Please see prospectus for

discussion of risks.

 

Past performance is not indicative of future results. This material contains the

opinions of the author, which are subject to change, and should not to be considered or

interpreted as a recommendation to participate in any particular trading strategy, or

deemed to be an offer or sale of any investment product and it should not be relied on

as such. There is no guarantee that any strategies discussed will work under all market

conditions. This material represents an assessment of the market environment at a

specific time and is not intended to be a forecast of future events or a guarantee of

future results. This material should not be relied upon as research or investment advice

regarding any security in particular. The user of this information assumes the entire

risk of any use made of the information provided herein. Neither WisdomTree nor its

affiliates, nor Foreside Fund Services, LLC, or its affiliates provide tax or legal

advice. Investors seeking tax or legal advice should consult their tax or legal advisor.

Unless expressly stated otherwise the opinions, interpretations or findings expressed

herein do not necessarily represent the views of WisdomTree or any of its affiliates.

 

The MSCI information may only be used for your internal use, may not be reproduced or

re-disseminated in any form and may not be used as a basis for or component of any

financial instruments or products or indexes. None of the MSCI information is intended

to constitute investment advice or a recommendation to make (or refrain from making) any

kind of investment decision and may not be relied on as such. Historical data and

analysis should not be taken as an indication or guarantee of any future performance

analysis, forecast or prediction. The MSCI information is provided on an “as is” basis

and the user of this information assumes the entire risk of any use made of this

information. MSCI, each of its affiliates and each entity involved in compiling,

computing or creating any MSCI information (collectively, the “MSCI Parties”) expressly

disclaims all warranties. With respect to this information, in no event shall any MSCI

Party have any liability for any direct, indirect, special, incidental, punitive,

consequential (including loss profits) or any other damages (www.msci.com)
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 WisdomTree Funds are distributed by Foreside Fund Services, LLC, in the U.S. only.

You cannot invest directly in an index.
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DEFINITIONSDEFINITIONS

HedgeHedge  : Making an investment to reduce the risk of adverse price movements in an asset.

Normally, a hedge consists of taking an offsetting position in a related security, such

as a futures contract.

50-day moving average50-day moving average  : Average of the prior 50 days’ worth of price values, with an

increasing trend indicating relative strength and a decreasing trend indicating relative

weakness.

100-day moving average100-day moving average  : Average of the prior 100 days’ worth of price values, with an

increasing trend indicating relative strength and a decreasing trend indicating relative

weakness.

200-day moving average200-day moving average  : Average of the prior 200 days’ worth of price values, with an

increasing trend indicating relative strength and a decreasing trend indicating relative

weakness.

Eurozone (EZ)Eurozone (EZ)  : Consists of the following 18 countries that have adopted the euro as

their currency: Austria, Belgium, Cyprus, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, Greece,

Ireland, Italy, Latvia, Luxembourg, Malta, the Netherlands, Portugal, Slovakia, Slovenia

and Spain (source: European Central Bank, 2014).

MSCI EMU IndexMSCI EMU Index  : A free float-adjusted market capitalization-weighted index designed to

measure the performance of the markets in the European Monetary Union.

MSCI Germany IndexMSCI Germany Index  : Index weighted by float-adjusted market capitalization designed

to measure the performance of the German equity market.
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